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Brian Nichols, a former PCA member, contacted the
PCA with the following question:

Hello, I hope you can help me identify a vintage snap together
plastic barn that I picked up at an estate sale. The only marking
is “Made in USA”. It measures 12” wide by 6” deep by 8” high.
It appears that it was manufactured with an open back, like a
doll house. It does not look like anything that I have seen made
by Plasticville, Marx or Li�letown. The cupolas are square and
they help lock the 2 halves of the roof together. When you put the
2 halves of the silo together, a rail is formed on one side and you
slide the silo into a slot on one of the walls. Thanks, Brian

I was uncertain as to the manufacturer until Brian sent me
a couple of photos. I falsely presumed that it was a Marx
barn from the photos. I based this on the similarities to the
Marx tinplate barns. Doing various keyword searches on
eBay failed to produce anything that would support my
belief that it was Marx.

During our email conversations, Brian decided to send the
barn to me. As he noted it is plastic and a hard plastic
similar to our beloved Plasticville pieces. I assembled it
and took the two photos that accompany this article. It
was again time for me to do a bit more research on eBay.
Much to my dismay my search was again fruitless.

Jackpot! I posted the two photos on the Marx Playset
Facebook page and almost instantly received a response.
The first response was one word AUBURN. Now, at least
I had another lead. Back to eBay. A search using the
keywords Auburn & barn showed a couple of Auburn

Large Farm Sets.
While I was re-
searching I re-
ceived additional
information from
the Marx people in-
cluding some excel-
lent photos.

There seems to have been at least two different sets num‑
bered 553 and 953. Both were called LARGE FARM SET.
Interestingly the box top on set 953 states SOFT RUBBER-
LIKE VINYL TOYS as well as SOFT SAFE SCRATCH-
PROOF. The box top on the 553 states SAFE SANITARY
SCRATCHPROOF. Everything but the barn may have
been scratchproof as they were, as noted above, made of
rubber-like vinyl.

This barn being an Auburn product was a surprise to me
as Auburn was be�er known for its hard rubber toys.

AUBURN PLASTIC BARN

JOHN NIEHAUS

www.plasticvilleusa.org
mailto:secretary@plasticvilleusa.org
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It is hard to believe that the holiday season is fast
approaching.  For me it seems like it was just summer!
Due to a last second issue I was forced to skip the York

meet this year, I look forward to seeing everyone in the
spring for the April meet.  Like I had planed for the fall
meet I hope that some members will bring their citizens
molded in color to trade.

We have a very full issue this time, including part one if a
two part feature on Plasticville advertising by Tom
Fritsch. At this point I have nearly run out of material for
the newsle�er so we will need some new submissions for
2024. Please feel free to send in photos and a short write-
up of your layout, odd items, or new finds. We could also
use regular or semi-regular contributors to report on:

� HO Plasticville

� Li�letown & Kleeware

� Kit-bashed Projects

If you would like to contribute please reach out! It can be
for one issue, or on a regular basis. You set the timeline
and we print what you have when you are ready. I hope
to hear from some of you soon!

Ma� Harvazinski, The Villager Editor

villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Error? The Bachmann web-
site has small inset photos
of the new 75th Anniversary

buildings. For the hobo shacks it
appears that each of the buildings
has the bent smoke stack.  Typical-
ly, like in the artwork, one build-
ing has a bent smokestack and one
has a straight smokestack.  Has
anyone received their buildings
yet?  Is this just an error in the
photo or did they not produce the
straight smokestack?

75TH   OBSERVATION

mailto:villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org
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THE MOST WIDELY DISTRIBUTED K-LINE BILLBOARD AND IT WASN’T
EVEN MADE BY K-LINE!

DONALD W. HUOVINEN

Although  K‑Line  made  over  143  different  bill‑
boards, the most widely distributed billboard
advertising K-Line wasn’t even made by K-Line.

The July 2001 Classic Toy Trains announced on its cover
that the issue included “8 FREE billboards for your lay-
out”.  Photo 1.  The 8 billboards were included in the
center for easy removal.  The billboards were to be cut out

and placed in bill-
board frames which
the purchaser al-
ready had.  One of
these was an adver-
tisement for K-Line.
Stating that “K-
LINE Steams into
the Future” the bill-
board pictured the
silhoue�e of their re-
cently announced
Pennsylvania B6sb
switch engine.  Per
Roger Carp of Clas-
sic Toy Trains the

artwork was furnished by K-Line.  Photo 2 shows 4 of the
billboards included.  The billboards were printed on pa-
per that was only 0.008” thick (8 pt.).  As such they were
pre�y flimsy.  At some point some entrepreneur cut out a
number these billboards and glued them to much thicker
stock resulting in a thickness of 0.046”, making them far
more suitable for use on a layout.  These were not one offs
as Trainz recently has had a number of them for sale.  The
author has been unable to determine the source of the

thicker billboards but has confirmed that it was not Clas‑
sic Toy Trains.  Nor were they manufactured by Trainz.
Sco� Griggs of Trainz said they most likely were included
in a collection they purchased.

Per Roger Carp of Classic Toy Trains, the circulation of the
magazine in 2001 was approximately 80,000 (55,000 sub-
scribers plus 25,000 single-issue buyers).  So the inclusion
of the billboard in the magazine obviously dwarfs the
production numbers of any billboard K-Line ever made.

But to add insult to injury, as stated previously the bill-
boards were to be cut out and placed in the purchaser’s
frames.  The K‑Line billboard was not sized to fit within
either of K‑Line’s two billboard frames.  But rather it fits
perfectly into the billboard frame of K-Line’s biggest rival:
Lionel!  Oh the irony!  Photo 3 shows the billboard in a
Lionel frame.

As always I welcome your additions, corrections or com-
ments. This is a work in progress and if you are interested
in K-Line buildings and wish to assist please e-mail me at
dhuov@aol.com.

© 2023, Donald W. Huovinen

Photo 2

Photo 3

mailto:dhuov@aol.com
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Reprinted from “Plastic Village Gaze�e” Oct. 2000, Mike Cedro Editor.
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K-LINE STREET LIGHTS AND STREET ACCESSORIES

DONALD W. HUOVINEN

The K-Line Street Lights and Street Accessories were
most commonly found as components of K-4182 20
Street Lights and 20 Street Accessories, however

they were also included as components of other accesso-
ries.

The Street Lights are the same as those Marx included in
the Airport/Jetport playsets.  The streetlights are always
silver and are unlit.  Photo 1 shows the Street Lights.

The Street Accessories were also made using the Marx
molds.  The Street Accessories consist of 10 small accesso-
ries.  The accessories are:

1. Lamp post.  The sign on the post reads “ASH”

2. Street sign.  The signs on the post read “ELM” and
“OAK”.

3. Parking meter

4. Police call box

5. Mail box

6. “FIRE ZONE” sign

7. “STOP” sign

8. Trash can

9. Bench

10. Fire hydrant

The Street Accessories were molded most commonly in
red, but were also molded in sliver and blue.  Photo 2
shows the Street Accessories.

As components of K-4182 20 Street Lights and 20 Street
Accessories:

The K-4182 20 Street Lights and 20 Street Accessories is
one of K‑Line’s original accessory offerings, first shown in
the 1981 catalog.  It was cataloged only a relatively short
time, being cataloged only through 1987.  Because of the
bulk of the items as well as the short time cataloged, the
K-4182 is only found in a Type 1 box.  The name perfectly
describes what was included in the box.  As previously
noted the 20 Street Lights were always silver.  Two identi-
cal sets of the Small Accessories were included.  They
were most commonly red, but can also be found in silver.
Photo 3 shows the K-4182 box and components

As components of other accessories:

After a fifteen year hiatus, the Street Lights would return.
Two of the Street Lights were included as components of
K‑407203 Service Station w/figures & accessories.  This is
one of the Trackside Collection of buildings first cataloged
in the 2003 First Edition catalog.  It would be cataloged
through the 2005 First Edition catalog.

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3
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The Street Accessories were always included as compo-
nents of three K-Line items: the K-4041Police Station, the
K-4091 Firehouse, and the K-4186 Park Assortment.  As
part of the K-4041 Police Station, the Street Accessories
were always red.  As part of the K-4091Firehouse, the
Street Accessories were red except for the Firehouse in-
cluded in the JC Penny K-4000-JCP building set shown in
the 1990 JC Penny Christmas catalog.  In the la�er case the
Street Accessories were blue.  When included in the K-
4186 Park Assortment the Street Accessories were normal-
ly red but were sometimes blue.

As always I welcome your additions, corrections or com-
ments. This is a work in progress and if you are interested
in K-Line buildings and wish to assist please e-mail me at
dhuov@aol.com.

© 2023, Donald W. Huovinen

Solid White Standing Cow

$10 + S&H

Buy two, get free shipping!

Contact:

ma�harvazinski@gmail.com

mailto:dhuov@aol.com
mailto:villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org
mailto:villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org
mailto:villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org
mailto:villagereditor@plasticvilleusa.org
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MAKE IT PERSONAL

JIM BENNETT

Is interest in your Christmas platform waning? Do
your guests just give it a cursory glance upon arrival
then ask when the ugly sweater contest will start? Has

your Plasticville village become shrouded in a cloud of
mediocrity? I can emphasize. Nobody was paying much
a�ention to mine either. I’d get a “looking good”, or a
“fine job” or a “that’s so cute” but I wanted more. I wanted
applause, fanfare, fireworks, excitement and appreciation
for all my hard work. My platform needed that certain je
ne sais pas but I didn’t know what it was.

Then I read an article in Classic Toy Trains (CTT) maga-
zine about a guy who personalized some of the buildings
on his layout with the names of his grandchildren. Bingo!
I thought that was a great idea (that’s what articles in CTT
and this newsle�er are supposed to do; give you ideas on
how to improve your layout by reading about what others
are doing on theirs).

So I sat down and
asked myself,
what do my loved
ones, my children,
my relatives and
my friends like?
What are THEIR
interests, hobbies,
passions, and pro-
fessions? What are
THEY into? Once I had those answers I proceeded to
assign them each their own building based on their inter-
ests. I printed out signs and bought inexpensive nick
knacks to adorn them with. Nothing fancy or museum
quality, I just kept it simple.

Oh the reaction I got the following Christmas! Eyebrows
shot up, mouths dropped open, smiles appeared, cell
phones clicked out pictures, texts were sent and happy
laughter filled  the  air. There was good natured kidding
about who had the best location or the biggest building. It
sparked conversation for the rest of the day. They were
overjoyed that I included them and their interests on my
platform.

So go ahead and ask yourself what your families’ interests
are and include them of your next layout. The time and
effort you spend on it will be rewarded…with interest.
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PLASTICVILLE CROSSWORD

ACROSS

4. Some versions of the Plasticville hall were labeled this
instead

6. A bus or ambulance in this color is special

8. This color BBQ can be found in the Make'N'PLay

9. This building came in small and large varieties

10. This house can be found in Aqua

DOWN

1. This platform was originally a Li�letown structure

2. This house is sometimes found under construction

3. This is the highest mold number found on the bo�om
of a car

5. A new 75th-anniversary building in O and HO

7. This style of barn was reproduced by the PCA

Answers on Page 14
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One of the most difficult to find Plasticville build‑
ings is the red roofed New England ranch house.
This kit was found in box 1701 which should be

stamped “BROWN” for the window color. The house is a

tan ranch house and the windows and doors are brown.
What makes this house unique is the very bight and dis-
tinct red roof.  The tan sides and brown trim can be found
on other houses with either brown or reddish-brown roofs.

This is by far the hardest house to find and is significantly
harder to find than the dark blue or aqua Bermuda Ranch
house or the charcoal roof 2-story colonial. If you are
looking to add this kit to your collection it may take a
while! This set is rarely found for sale on-line or at train
shows. At the time of writing there were no houses for sale
on eBay and no recent sales. I can recall only two or three
houses for sale in the last several years.

This house is prominently featured on the cover of Bill
Nole’s purple guide book, “Classic Guide to Vintage “O”
Plasticville”. It is the rarest item on the cover excluding the
black green house which is a one-of-a-kind item and the
dark grey windmill of which only a few examples are
known to exist.

The house should have a tan weathervane but it was
omi�ed from the photos because it is fragile. The example
on display has the curtains stickers applied to the win-
dows.  These could be found in some sets and were an
adhesive set of stickers that could be applied to each win-
dow to give the appearance of curtains.  The entire surface
is sticky so they commonly collect dust and dirt. They
usually detract from the building because of age.

While typically found in the 1701 box there have been
reports of this house turning up in the Polybag numbered
5701. That would be an exciting find! If you are unfamiliar
with the 57xx series of Polybag’s look at the article in The
Villager, volume 19 number 3.

THE HUNT FOR VARIATIONS VI: RED NEW ENGLAND RANCHER

MATTHEW HARVAZINSKI
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The telephone booth in photo 1 was sent to me by an
eBay seller friend.  He wanted to know if I could
identify where it was used and who may have

made it.  I contacted him and told him that I was going to
have to do some research – which led nowhere.  I am now
asking you, the readers of this article. if you can help me
identify who made it and how it was used.

The unit is slightly under 1 3/4 inches tall or about 6 feet 9
inches tall in 1/48 scale.  This makes it quite close in height
to the Plasticville telephone booth. The orange base and
roof are 7/8 inches square.  The base is not a full piece as is
the roof but more like a footing on the three sides without
the door as can be seen in photo 2.

The word TELEPHONE is in white dropout le�ers on a
blue over red banner on the edge of the roof on the left
side of the piece, photo 3 The door has a small tab protrud-
ing horizontally from its lower right hand corner, across
from the hinge, photo 4.  There is a round tapered pin on
the interior of the door on the hinge side. See photo 2.

It is my guess that this piece was part of an animated toy.
It looks “Fisher Pricey” but research has found nothing to
verify that.  Any help in identifying it will be appreciated.

MYSTERY TELEPHONE BOOTH

JOHN NIEHAUS

Your Ad Here

Contact: secretary@plasticvilleusa.org

CROSSWORD ANSWERS

Across:

4 - Independence

6 - Blue

8 - Red

9 - Gas

10 - Bermuda

Down:

1 - Loading

2 - Cape

3 - Twelve

5 - Cathedral

7 - Dairy

mailto:secretary@plasticvilleusa.org
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In addition to actually collecting Plasticville O kits, I
have been collecting vintage magazine ads for Plas-
ticville. I have these displayed on the walls of my train

room.  I  currently  have  18  different  ads,  but  continue  to
look for more. This article details the ads that I currently
have.

The first known advertising for “Plasticville” appeared in
the November 23, 1946 issue of Saturday Evening Post (Fig-
ure 1) magazine as a part of an ad for Monsanto Chemicals
and Plastics. It states that “Santa Claus is going to town
with Lustron.” And that Old Santa’s bag is bulging with
$200 million worth of toys molded of Lustron plastic.
Products from twelve toy companies are pictured in their
ad accompanied by Santa. Item 3 lists “Bachman [sic]
Bros., Philadelphia, Pa. (fence).” In the illustration is the
Picket Fence, which went into production on May 17, 1946.
This was three years before Bachmann adopted the “Plas-
ticville” name. The Picket Fence was designed to be dis-
played around a Christmas tree, rather than for a train
layout. Note that Item 4 is a Lionel train running next to
the Picket Fence.

The next ad in my collection appeared in Model Railroader,
December 1949. The ad is sponsored by National Model
Distributors of Chicago featuring “PLASTIC ACCESSO-
RIES FOR YOUR ‘O’ OR ‘S’ RAILROAD LAYOUTS.” It
says that “Two Fine Assortments Give Variety and Real-
ism.” It showed Bachmann’s Railroad Assortment and
Community Assortment. No mention is made in the ad of
Plasticville or even Bachmann, although the illustration of
the Railroad Assortment shows the RA-5 Miniature Rail-
road Accessories box with “Plasticville U.S.A.” clearly vis-
ible.

In the early 1950s, the F. W. Woolworth Company, seeing
the possibilities of the Plasticville, U.S.A. concept, put the
Bachmann Brothers’ product in all of their stores.  This
gave it the sales push that was needed. A Woolworth ad in
Be�er Homes & Gardens, November 1951, (FIGURE 3) states
“a grand place for the family to play … WOOLWORTH’S
toy village . . PLASTICVILLE U.S.A.” A winter scene is
illustrated highlighting twelve Plasticville kits. The side-

PLASTICVILLE MAGAZINE ADVERTISING - PART I

TOM FRITSCH

The Villager is looking for new contributors. Contact the edi-
tor to find out how to participate and share your knowledge.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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bar says “EVERYTHING FROM A STREET SIGN TO A
COMPLETE SHOPPING CENTER.” Then a list of the
twelve kits with their prices, followed by a list of accesso-
ries and finally, a list of packaged sets.

Woolworth’s again advertised in Be�er Homes & Gardens in
November 1952, (FIGURE 4). This ad states “More fun
every Christmas with WOOLWORTH’S wonderful toy
village.” This seems to imply that this is exclusively a
Woolworth product. The illustration is a diorama of thir-
teen Plasticville kits available at that time with a large
“billboard” proclaiming “PLASTICVILLE U.S.A.” Note
that the hangar contains a non-Plasticville plane even
though the Plasticville planes were issued at the same time
as the hangar. Under the illustration is the proclamation
“The toy that ‘grows’ year after year. Plasticville, U.S.A.!
Your family’s own fast-growing community. Exciting new
buildings have been added to the already large collection
of  excellent  reproductions.  Made  of  finest  plastic  with
amazing details – movable doors, bells, radio antennae,
many other realistic features. Easy to assemble! Choose
individual pieces or sets at Woolworth’s!”  It then goes on

to detail each of the illustrated items along with their
pricing. Six other unillustrated items are then listed.

Also in 1952, Woolworth’s released their annual Christmas
Book. Page 29 was dedicated to Plasticville (FIGURE 5). It
proclaims “PLASTICVILLE U.S.A. WOOLWORTH’S
wonderful toy village. Start your set this year – add to it
every Christmas.” Illustrations of fourteen kits are includ-
ed (including the hangar with the non-Plasticville plane)
along with their prices.

Plasticville was advertised in Model Railroader in October
1953 (FIGURE 6). Along with a soaring plane, the illustra-
tion states “FAST MOVING” and “Plasticville U.S.A. THE
TOWN THAT GROWS AND GROWS.” This ad mentions
the availability of both “O” and “HO” gauge structures.
The illustration appears to be an actual photograph of
Plasticville structures laid out like a village.

In November 1953 another Woolworth ad for Plasticville
appeared in Woman's Home Companion magazine (FIGURE
7). My first  reaction was, why are  they advertising Plas‑
ticville in a woman’s magazine? Then I concluded that
mom would see this and find the perfect Christmas gift for

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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her son. The ad states “Heart-warming as Christmas in a
friendly li�le town … Fun for all the family … all year! At
WOOLWORTH’S” A snowy village of Plasticville is de-
picted followed by a description of eleven kits with their
prices. Not every item in the village illustration is included
in the list. “Why not start your Plasticville now, at Wool-
worth’s … and collect a complete community in time to
help you celebrate an oldtime, heartwarming Christmas!”

My collection includes a second undated Woolworth’s
Christmas Book page (FIGURE 8). This is most likely from
1953 since the hospital is included in the listing (the year it
was issued). This one proclaims “Build your own CHRIST-
MAS TOWN … with PLASTICVILLE Toys!” In this ad,
Woolworth’s does not proclaim the village as their own.
The same eleven kits described in the previously-men-
tioned Woman's Home Companion ad are illustrated along
with their pricing. “Made by BACHMANN BROS., INC.”
is acknowledged at the bo�om.

Figure 7 is on page 17.

This is part I of a two part series.  Part II will pick up in the next
issue  which will include ads from Boy Scouts of America’s Boys
Life  and 1959 and onward.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 8
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Figure 7
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THE YORK REPORT

DONALD W. HUOVINEN

This fall’s York meet was terrific.  The threatened rain
never really arrived which made for a pleasant
meet. The PCA meeting was held on Friday with a

reasonable a�endance.  Several items were discussed and
three folks brought something to share.

The subject of Plasticville’s 75th Anniversary Buildings
came up.  No one has seen them, allegedly they are “on the
water”.   However the writer noticed that one of the ven-
dors accepting pre-orders is now having a “Backorder
Sale”, which ends on October 31st, so it doesn’t sound good.

Glenn Bowman’s Plasticville For Newbies website has
been taken down.  Apparently Glenn did this when he got
out of the business of selling Plasticville.  There was a lot
of good information on his website and there was interest
expressed in ge�ing his information out there on another
website.

Tony Santay brought a complete collection of Plasticville’s
O Gauge catalogs.  It was pointed out that Bob Osterhoff
has a DVD available (for $18.00 plus $3.95 shipping) which
covers Plasticville’s catalogs from 1950 to 1967 and in-
cludes additional information as well.  But there is nothing
like seeing the real thing.

Jim Farace brought a Beemak Hollywood Co�age, unas-
sembled and in the box.  As well as a Skyline K-5 Church,
unassembled and in the box.  Both items are of interest as
they were absorbed into Plasticville’s line.

Don Huovinen brought an advertisement from the No-
vember 1952 issue of Be�er Homes and Gardens.  It was a
full page ad from Woolworth’s that featured Plasticville
exclusively.  It is interesting to note that ad implored the
customer to make a “wonderful toy village” and that there
is no mention at all of toy trains.

As far as Plasticville being available in the halls, there was
plenty to choose from.  The writer noticed that there
seemed to be a greater selection of boxed sets than normal.
Also there seemed to be increased interest in the Plas-
ticville HO line.  Prices varied wildly.  As usual there were
some real bargains to be had from those who had go�en a
bunch of Plasticville with trains they had purchased and
just wanted to get rid of it.
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K-LINE KRONICLES: -LINE #K-01032 HERSHEY’S WHISTLING STATION

ED BERG

When I pulled out my K-Line No. K-1401 Her-
shey's 100th Anniversary Set from 1994 a few
months back, it put me on a whole new path of

discovery and rediscovery. The train hadn’t been run
since 1998 when it was used on a portable train layout I
hauled to train meets.  I just wanted to take all my Her-
shey’s stuff out and run them again. The train set included
a Passenger Shelter, Newsstand, Whistling Station, Barn,
Ranch House, and various figures and accessories. In the
last Newsle�er I covered the Passenger Platform and
Newsstand and today we’ll look at the Whistling Station.

The station has a milk chocolate brown platform and tan
walls with a green roof. Aside from the brown platform,
the only thing giving it that chocolatey tie-in are the end
signs which read “CHOCOLATE TOWN U.S.A.!” (I had
unceremoniously dumped my station in a plastic tote bin
many years ago and one of those end signs had been lost,
precipitating my need to buy another station on fleaBay
for replacement parts!). The whistle is one those old
school air whistle’s with that wheezy, high-pitched tone
but after all these years was still in good working order.
The figures in this train set are of the plain beige colored
type found in most of K-Line’s building kits (a later,
separate sale, issue of the Hershey’s station would include
chocolate brown figures). This particular station with its
“CHOCOLATE TOWN U.S.A.!” signs was never available
as a separate sale item but K-Line did produce a separate
sale. non-whistling version the next year in 1995, with an
all brown/cream color scheme and brown figures.

Ed “ICE” Berg

Las Vegas, NV
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WHAT READERS ARE SAYING

The unknown paper shown in The York Report of the
April 2023 Villager is an ad that appeared in the Boy
Scouts of America’s “Boy’s Life” magazine in April 1964.
The boys in the illustration are clearly in Scout uniforms
and the boy on the left is using semaphore flags, a com‑
mon practice of the Scouts at that time. I have an original
of this ad hanging on my train room wall along with
several other vintage Plasticville ads. - Tom Fritsch

Ma�hew; A�ached is the newsle�er I just received from
Kingʹs Hobbies. The first paragraph says ʺThe Bachmann
container is finally here with many long‑awaited itemsʺ!
Hopefully that means the 75th anniversary buildings will
be shipped soon! - Jim Benne�

I found out how you can tell what color is inside a sealed
HO gas station box. The color is stamped on the bo�om of

the box. If there is no stamp it is the normal red one.
Anthony Pagano

I wanted to submit a comment about the rotating beacon
article on page 13 of Volume 18 - Sept 2019 - Number 3
issue of The Villager. (Be�er late than never).

I have been able to greatly improve the rotation of the
heat-driven beacons by reducing the weight of the beacon
head assembly.  To do this, I use a candle to heat an X-acto
knife blade for about 10 seconds then insert the knife
through the bo�om of the beacon and cut the glue joints
that connect the red and green lenses.  I heat the knife
again and cut off each of the 4 pins about 1/8 inch from the
front of the lens.  I reinstall the 2 lenses using a small
amount of Duco Cement or Crazy Glue.

By removing the 4 plastic pins the weight of the beacon
head is greatly reduced and it will now rotate much faster.
The only drawback is that the beacon head is more fragile
without the support of the 4 pins on the inside.   I have not
found this to be a problem.  I just put the beacon head in a
small cardboard box when storing it. Perhaps this sugges-
tion will be helpful to readers of The Villager.  Fred
Hachmeyer (The beacon to which Fred is referring is show in
Photo 1 of the mentioned article.)

Please feel free to send comments or
questions to our editor or any of the other
people listed on our Contacts web page.
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BACK IN THE BOX / A CONTINUING SERIES ON REPACKING PLASTICVILLE
1620 & 1817 Loading Platform

JOHN L. NIEHAUS

This one seems simple but quite often I see tops of
boxes punctured or pushed up because of the
placement of the shed walls.  For those of you who

were unaware, this piece was made using Li�letown
molds that Bachmann acquired in the early 50's.

Place the open box on your work space with the lid to the
rear

Photo 1: place the walls of the shack in the box upside
down with their sides touching the back of the box.

Photo 2: place the three hand carts inside the shack walls
and the smokestack, roof support, and sign in between the
shack walls. There is no particular order for placing these
pieces other than noted above.

Photo 3: place the roof  face up with it resting on the
bo�om front of the box and on the shack walls.

Photo 4: place the platform deck face up into the box near
the front of the box with the steps to the right. The back
edge of the platform should be forward of the visible
shack wall sides.

The photos with this article are my step by step process to
get it "back in the box".  I would like to hear from anyone
who has other  methods for ge�ing this piece, or any
others, "back in the box.
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I am a "day late and dollar short" with this review.
Somewhere along the line (year) I just plumb forgot to
get the 2023 catalog and write my annual article.

Anyway, the 2023 Bachmann catalog is available as both a
hard copy and a download that can be saved.  The hard
copy is $14.50 plus shipping and handling which is a mere
fifty  cents  more  than  last  yearʹs  edition.    Click  on  the
CATALOGS AND BROCHURES icon to either order the
hard copy of download the PDF version.

Plasticville is again relegated to the Buildings and Acces-
sories section of the Landscaping, Buildings, Figures, and
Accessories major section.  The listings start on page 266
through 277.

The same N scale pieces that were listed in the 2022 cata-
log survived the cut and are in the 2023 catalog.  There are
a total of 8 pieces.  Their prices increased very conserva-
tively  from fifty cents  to $1. The  listings are all on page
271.

There are a total of 30 illustrations in the HO section.
Bachmann decided to release three HO pieces to celebrate
the 75th  Anniversary of Plasticville this year.  They are
the Cathedral,   Switch Tower, and Motel.  The Switch
Tower and Motel are reintroductions of long ago discon-
tinued pieces.  The Cathedral, if its illustration is accurate
has a dark grey roof rather that the normal production
piece.  Both are listed in the catalog.  Prices for the anni-
versary pieces are $32, $24, & $34, respectively for the
Cathedral, Switch Tower, and Motel.  Again, prices rose
by a mere 50 cents to $1.  The HO listings are on pages  266
through 268.  Early promotional flyers for the anniversary
buildings included a gas station.  When I asked Bachmann
why the piece was not in the catalog I was informed that
the molds required for it could not be found.

Happily, all 27 pieces in O scale in the 2022 catalog are
listed in the 2023 edition.  There is also an additional four
pieces commemorating Plasticville's 75th anniversary.
They are the Cathedral, Split Level House, Roadside
Stand, and Hobo Shacks.  The Hobo Shacks are just the
two shacks as previously released, not the shacks along
with the RR Work Car and Outhouse.  Again it seems that
Bachmann tried to not reproduce any previously used
colors on any of these pieces.  Prices for the anniversary
pieces are $34 except for the Split Level House which is
$43.  The prices for the regular production pieces all rose
a gentle 50 cents to $1. The O listings are on pages  272
through 277.

Bachmann has started to rede-
sign their website.  The home
page looks the same as in previ-
ous years but clicking on the
Plasticville logo navigated me to
a page that I had not seen before.
It had no category for Plas-
ticville!  It did have four of the
75th anniversary pieces on this
new page but clicking on one of
them only navigated me to an
expanded description of the
item.  My contact at Bachmann and I had a short phone
call in which I was instructed to click on the O SCALE
FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES link.  Upon doing so the
next page presented me with a Plasticville logo along with
other logos that then navigated me to the O scale kits.
Clicking on N SCALE under the CATEGORIES heading
brought up the Plasticville logo again which when clicked
upon navigated me to the N scale listings.  Clicking on HO
SCALE under CATEGORIES brought the same sequence
required to view the HO listings.  Downloading the cata-
log is probably the easiest way to view any of the Plas-
ticville listings if you have a relatively fast Internet
connection..

Here's how to download a PDF version of the catalog:  1)
go to h�ps://www.bachmanntrains.com. 2) Click on the
catalog illustration near the top right of the screen.  3)
Scroll down on the window that pops  up until you see
Bachmann & Williams 2023 Catalog and click on it.  4) The
front cover of the catalog will now appear.  5) Place your
mouse on  the arrow near the upper left corner of the
catalog cover and click the Download icon.  6) A small pop
up window will now offer you the option of downloading
the catalog as either a Windows, Apple, or PDF format.
Select PDF.  The catalog will download after which you
can either browse it as or save it.

PRODUCT REVIEW

JOHN L. NIEHAUS

https://www.bachmanntrains.com
https://www.bachmanntrains.com
https://www.bachmanntrains.com
https://www.bachmanntrains.com
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THE PCA CORNER STORE

ITEMS FOR SALE BY THE PCA

Send a description of item you wish to purchase and a check or money order, payable to Plasticville Collectors
Association for the total amount to Plasticville Collectors Association, 601 SE Second Street, Ankeny, IA 50021-3207.

Personalized address labels

A sheet of 30, personalized, high-quality color labels are available from the PCA. The labels will include the PCA
logo in color and up to four lines of address. Each label is a generous 1 x 2 5/8 inches. The price is $1.00 per sheet
plus $1.50 P&H for up to three sheets. Please add 20 cents per additional sheet over three.

PCA T-shirt

Navy blue 100% co�on, short sleeve shirt T-shirt with the PCA logo printed on the front in white. The prices are $18
for small through X-Large, $19 for XX-Large and $20 for XXX-Large, shipping included, for each shirt. Please order
the next larger size if you are concerned with fit. *** Only szie M is currently in stock ***

PCA ballpoint pen

PCA silver barrel with blue soft grip, black ink ballpoint pen with silver accents. The pen is imprinted Plasticville
Collectors Assn, www.plasticvilleusa.org in two lines in blue le�ering. $4.00, postpaid.

** SOLD OUT ** Coffee Mug with PCA logo ** SOLD OUT **

White ceramic 11 oz. ceramic mug. PCA blue or black logo. $9.95 or two for $15.95, postpaid. Please specify your
color choice when ordering. Only 24 pieces of black logo mugs were produced. 1 black remaining.

PCA Ball Caps

Dark Blue, Velcro-back ball cap with white PCA logo embroidered on the front. $13.00 postpaid. 10 remaining

Billboard Inserts

Printed on white cardstock. $5.00 postpaid or emailed as a PDF for free. Two versions available:

1. “Welcome to Plasticville” billboard inserts Six identical inserts, sized to fit Plasticville billboard frames depicting
a 50’s vintage auto passing a billboard on its way into town with the same greeting.

2. Seven  different  subjects  plus  one  “Welcome  To  Plasticville”  inserts  including  Friskies  dog  food, Motorola,
Mercury and Lincoln autos, Sunoco and Gulf motor oil, and Eberhard Faber pink erasers. All are mid‑fifties
vintage.

Recently  I  received  a  question  about  which  issue  a  specific  article
appeared in. While I am happy to help, there is also a self-help option.
On the PCA website hover over the ‘Newsle�er’ tab then pick ‘ArticleDid You Know?
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Smoky Mountain Railways, Jacob Morgan Plo� and Bob
Plo�, 208 pages, softcover, 6 X 9 format, $21.99.  Published
by The History Press, an imprint of Arcadia Publishing.
Lightly captioned and a�ributed black and white photos
throughout.

This is the story of the Western North Carolina Railroad
as well as one particular branch, the Murphy branch.  That
branch being named after the town in which it was to
terminate.  This branch was also the westernmost part of
the WNCRR. The railroad later became part of the Rich-
mond and Danville railroad.  It became part of the South-
ern Railway in 1894, then the  Norfolk Southern
Railway (NS) and, as of publication of this book, the Great
Smoky Mountains Railroad.

The book contains an acknowledgment, and introduction,
followed by 18 chapters, a glossary of terms, a bibliogra-
phy, an index, and “about the authors”. The final chapter
holds a surprise as to who now owns the GSMR.

The authors relate how the majority of labor to create the
WNCRR was prisoner labor. As they note in more than
one instance those performing the hard labor work were
“legal slaves”. The majority of the convicts were Black.
They were poorly housed, poorly fed, and many times
severely mistreated.  Those who died were unceremoni-
ously buried in unmarked graves.

The authors compare the percentage of loss of life in
building the WNCRR to the Transcontinental in relation
to the percentage of deaths relative to the number of miles
of track. They found it to be 30 percent for the WNCRR as
opposed to one percent for the Transcontinental.

This was a very interesting book. I recommend it to any-
one interested in the history of the railroads in western
North Carolina or one who has an interest in how the

prison laborers
were treated.

Smoky Mountain
Railways is avail-
able from Arcadia
Publishing at
h�ps://arcadiapu
blishing.com.
Click on the mag-
nifying glass near
the top of the
home page, type
in the book name,
and click on the
magnifying glass
again to be direct-
ed to the book.  It
was listed on
Barnes and No-
ble’s website at the publisher’s list price.  Amazon lists the
book for $20.27.  Both Amazon and Barnes & Noble both
list a hard cover version although one is not noted on
Arcadia’s website.

I received the following reply from the publisher when
questioning why their website did not offer a hardbound
edition, “The book is available in soft cover from our web
site and retailers. However, Amazon does offer the option
to have the book printed on demand in a hardback for-
mat.” It seems the Barnes & Noble is also having the book
printed on demand in hardback.

PRODUCT REVIEW

JOHN L. NIEHAUS

https://arcadiapublishing.com
https://arcadiapublishing.com
https://arcadiapublishing.com
https://arcadiapublishing.com
https://arcadiapublishing.com
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